College of Arts and Sciences
2008-2009 Scholarship Awardees

Scholarship Awards in Arts, Humanities & Social Sciences

Alycia Smith Scholarship
Sarah E. Flora BFA – Art – Interior Design
Robert T. Lawson BM – Music Merchandising
Elizabeth J. Lumbrix BA – English

John Long Humanities Scholarship
Kari G. Cotton BS – Psychology/BA – English Literature

John Long Visual and Performing Arts Scholarship
Peyton B. Conley BA – Theatre
Jeremy L. Newell BFA – Art (Painting Option)
Kayla J. Spurlock BM – Education/Vocal (Integrated Music P-12)

Laura D. Kennamer Scholarship in the Social & Behavioral Sciences (Campus Scholars)
Tina L. Al-Kabandi BS – Psychology
Bethany E. Bowling BS – Psychology
Maria E. Church BA – Geography
Kari G. Cotton BS – Psychology/BA – English Literature
Jillian B. Faith BA – History (Social Studies 8-12), Teaching
Sebastian T. Hidalgo BA – Economics
Laurel D. Hightower BA – Paralegal Science
Krystal L. Hunt BA – Economics
Clyde S. Jamison BS – Psychology
Daniel R. Jenkins BA – Geography
Ai Kagawa BA – Economics
Jonathan A. Kleppinger BS – Psychology
Robert W. Miller BA – History
Jonathan M. Sherry BA – History
Christopher C. Sissle BS – Psychology
Heather M. Stoneman BS – Psychology

Scholarship Awards in Arts, Humanities & Social Sciences

Laura D. Kennamer Scholarship in the Social & Behavioral Sciences (Study Abroad)
Jillian M. Loukinas BA – Economics
Steven G. Pickarski BA - Economics
Ralph D. Powers Memorial Scholarship Fund
Chelsea J. Denny  BA – English (8-12), Teaching

Scholarship Awards in Natural & Mathematical Sciences

Booth Scholarship for Math and Science
Heather Parks  BS – Statistics
Lora Brock  BS – Computer Science
Chad Terrell  BS – Physics
Andrew Jackson  BS – Biology

Meredith J. Cox Scholarship
Kara Jo Swafford  BS – Chemistry

Clarence H. Gifford Scholarship in Sciences
Joshua Broadwell  BS – Biology

Madison County Medical Society Scholarship
Nora Smith  BS – Biology